WEEK 3 and 4: Labor Market Impacts of COVID on Businesses: Update with Homebase Data Through April 25

By Alexander W. Bartik, Marianne Bertrand, Feng Lin, Jesse Rothstein, and Matt Unrath

**Week 1:** Labor Market Impacts of COVID-19 on Hourly Workers in Small- and Medium-Sized Businesses

**Week 2:** Update with Homebase Data Through April 11

Below, we update our four figures analyzing the labor market impacts of COVID-19 on small businesses using Homebase time-card information with data through April 25.

Broadly, the patterns remain similar as before. We’ve added additional figures, 5 through 7, that provide information on three characteristics of the firms in the Homebase data: the regions they are located in, the industries they operate in, and the number of employees they have. These figures are included to help readers better understand the Homebase sample and interpret our results.

We will update these facts frequently to track these patterns over time and add new information as the COVID-19 situation develops. We expect the next update to take place in a few days, when we have data extending through May 5.
An up-to-date version of this summary will be maintained [here](#). These analyses build upon the work done by Homebase itself on [their blog](#), where they have provided frequent analyses on what their data is telling us about labor market developments.

**FACT 1: FIRMS HAVE DRAMATICALLY REDUCED EMPLOYEE HOURS**

Figure 1 plots the evolution of total hours per week worked among firms in our sample from January 19 through April 25 (the last full week in the data). Each sub-plot shows the distribution of hours across firms, measuring each firm relative to its average hours per week in a base period of January 19 – February 1. Through early-March, the distribution of hours is centered around one, corresponding to stable hours worked, with a few firms shutting down (at least for the week) and reporting zero hours but little net change on average. The week of March 8, the distribution of hours starts to shift slightly left and then the week of March 15 the distribution shifts dramatically left. Most firms have...
significantly fewer hours than in the base period and over 15 percent of firms shut down entirely. By the week of March 29, over 40 percent of firms shut down entirely, with zero recorded hours, and many of the remaining firms having quite large reductions in hours.

**FACT 2: HOURS REDUCTIONS VARY BY ABILITY OF INDUSTRY TO OPERATE UNDER STAY-AT-HOME ORDERS**

![Figure 2: Hours Reductions by Industry](image)

Figure 2 investigates how hours reductions vary by firm industry. We see that reductions in hours are largest in Beauty and Personal Care and Leisure and Entertainment, where hours have declined over 90 percent. Hours declines are smallest in industries like Home and Repair and Transportation. However, even in these industries hours have declined by around 50 percent. Broadly, the magnitudes of industry-level job declines appear to closely map the extent to which an industries’ workers are “essential” according to government social distancing orders, and whether consumption requires in-person interaction (i.e. whether remote work is possible).
FACT 3: HOURS START FALLING EARLIER IN STATES WITH STAY-AT HOME ORDERS, BUT START FALLING SHARPLY BY MARCH 16 IN ALMOST ALL STATES

Figure 3 explores how hours reductions vary across states by the timing of the announcement of a stay-at-home or shelter-in-place orders (if any) by industry. We group states into four categories, those that announced shelter in place orders on or before March 22, those that announced shelter in place orders between March 23 and March 30, those that announced shelter in place orders on March 31 or later, and those states that have yet to announce shelter-in-place or stay-at-home orders.

FACT 4: HOURS REDUCTIONS ARE PRIMARILY EXPLAINED BY FIRM SHUTDOWNS AND HOURS REDUCTIONS, NOT LAYOFFS
Figure 4 (above) separates the total hours reductions documented in Figures 1 - 3 into three channels: shutdowns, layoffs, and cuts in hours. We define firms as having fully shut down in a given week if the Homebase data records zero employees clocking in at that firm during that week. We identify a worker as having been laid off in a given week if that employee works zero hours at a firm which is still operating. We define hours cuts as the reduction in hours, relative to that initial baseline, among workers still employed at still operating firms. The figure distinguishes which fraction of the percent change in hours each week since early February is attributable to these three forms of hours reductions. The total number of hours worked in the first week of April are less than half what they were in late January. Most of that reduction is due to firms fully shutting down or laying off a portion of their workforce. A smaller percentage is due to firms reducing hours per week of remaining employees. This suggests that the principal driver of unemployment claims is total firm shut downs.

One important caveat to this decomposition is what we refer to as a firm shut-down is a shut-down of Homebase measured employment. If firms employ workers that do not schedule their time using Homebase and some of these workers remain employed, some
of the hours losses that we attribute to shut-downs may instead be properly attributed to layoffs.

Note: A previous version of Figure 4 attributed a much larger share of the hours reduction to reductions in hours-per-week of remaining employees rather than to layoffs. This was due to a coding error that has been corrected.

DESCRIBING HOMEBASE FIRM CHARACTERISTICS

Our analysis is based on firms that use Homebase, which are not representative along many dimensions. They tend to be smaller than average, and concentrated in particular industries (such as food and drink and retail).

Below, we provide information on three characteristics of the firms in the Homebase data: the regions they are located in, the industries they operate in, and the number of employees they have. This information is based on firm characteristics between January 19 and February 1 and includes all firms operating during this time period, regardless of whether they have continued to operate through the COVID-19 crisis or not.

FIGURE 5: HOMEBASE FIRMS BROADLY MATCH THE DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYMENT ACROSS US REGIONS

![Figure 5: Comparison with BLS Employment](chart.png)
This figure shows the share of Homebase firms located in each Census region (in light blue) and compares these shares to each region’s share of total employment (in dark blue), as measured by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) data. Homebase firms are somewhat concentrated in the West region and less concentrated in the Northeast and Midwest than overall employment.

**FIGURE 6: A MAJORITY OF HOMEBASE FIRMS ARE IN THE FOOD AND DRINK OR RETAIL INDUSTRIES**

This figure shows the share of Homebase firms in each of the nine industry categories that Homebase uses. As might be expected given that Homebase offers scheduling and time-card software, Homebase firms are predominantly in industries like food & drink and retail that employ many hourly workers.

**FIGURE 7: ALMOST ALL HOMEBASE FIRMS HAVE 50 FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES OR LESS**
This figure shows the share of Homebase firms in each of five size categories. We define categories based on the number of hours worked at the firm between January 19 and February 1st, which we convert to full-time equivalent (FTE) workers by dividing by 40 hours per week. Roughly 60 percent of Homebase firms have one to five FTE employees (i.e., less than 400 hours worked in our two base period) and the vast majority have fifty or fewer FTE employees.

**METHODOLOGY**

Our analyses are based on data on hours worked at the establishment-worker-day level generously made available by Homebase. These data extend from January 1, 2020 through April 25, 2020. We aggregate the Homebase data to the firm-MSA-industry-day level. We restrict the sample to firms whose employees worked at least 80 hours between January 19 and February 1 and to states for which we observe at least 50 such firms. We refer to this two-week window as the “base period.” All analyses weight firms by their total hours during the base period.
In our analyses of weekly outcomes (e.g., Figures 1 and 4), we normalize each firm’s hours by dividing by the average hours worked per week over the base period at the firm. In our analyses of daily outcomes (e.g. Figures 2 and 3), we normalize by dividing by the average value of the outcome at the given firm on the same day of the week during our base period. For example, if total hours for a firm on Friday, March 13 was 100 and total hours for the same firm on Friday, January 24 and Friday, January 31 was 300, (150 on each day), the outcome variable total hours’ value would be .66. (This is 100 divided by (300/2), the average Friday hours in the base period.)

We use the data compiled by *The New York Times* on the timing of stay-at-home and shelter-in-place orders in different states.

—Check back to the COVID-19 Social Impact Research Page for the latest results, or read the press announcement.
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